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Conditions on the subgraph induced by the vertices of maximum degree of a 
simple graph G are found which are sufficient for G to be class 1. These conditions 
can be used to generalize a result of Fournier. An efficient algorithm is described for 
deciding whether or not a particular graph satisfies the conditions. 0 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Vizing [IS] proved in 1964 that for any simple graph G, the 
chromatic index of G is either d or A + 1 (G is class 1 or class 2, respec- 
tively), much interest has centred on finding sufficient conditions for a 
graph to be class 1 or 2 (see, for example, [4]) (the problem of determin- 
ing the chromatic index of a graph is NP-complete [7]). Fournier [S, 61 
showed that if the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of maximum 
degree is a forest then G is class 1 (this result is also a corollary of Vizing’s 
adjacency lemma [4]). Here we obtain sufficient conditions for a graph G 
to be class 1, which can be used to generalize Fournier’s result, replacing a 
forest with, for example, the class of graphs defined in Corollary 3 (more 
general classes of graphs may be found, but they become messy to define). 
An efficient algorithm is obtained for deciding whether or not a particular 
graph satisfies these conditions. 
All graphs here are simple. For any graph theoretical terminology, see 
[l]. In particular, let 6(G) and A(G) denote the minimum and maximum 
degrees of G, respectively. Define the core of a simple graph G to be the 
subgraph of G induced by the vertices of maximum degree. 
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2. RESULTS 
An edge-queue of G is a sequence (e,, . . . . e,), where E(G) = {e,, . . . . e,} 
such that for all i, 1 < id E, if ej = uivi then all neighbours of either uj or ui 
in Hi - ei have degree less than A(G), where Hi is the subgraph of G 
induced by (e,, . . . . ej}. (Throughout we shall assume that all neighbours of 
ui in H, -e, have degree less than A(G).) 
PROPOSITION 1. If G has an edge-queue then G is class 1. 
Proof: If (e,, . . . . e,) is an edge-queue of G then colour ei before ej for 
i < j using Vizing’s fan argument (see [3]) using ui as the pivot vertex; this 
is always possible since if i- 1 edges have been coloured then ui is adjacent 
to no vertices of degree d(G) in Hi - ei. 
Remark. A less general observation was made by Chetwynd and 
Hilton [2]. 
A B-queue of a simple graph B is a maximal sequence (u,, . . . . uk) of 
vertices of B and a sequence (S,, . . . . S,) of subsets of V(B) which satisfy: 
(i) &=EZ 
(ii) l<IS,\S,_,I<2for l<idk, and 
(iii) for 1 < i 6 k, ui $ {ul, . . . . ui- 1 >, 
si = N(uJ u (Ui} u si- 1 
and 
Remark. (S,, . . . . Sk) is completely determined by (u,, . . . . u,), so we can 
refer to a B-queue as (u,, . . . . uk) whenever we need not refer to (S,, . . . . S,). 
EXAMPLE. Let B be the following graph. 
1 2 4 6 8 
Then (u,, u2, u3, u4, us) = (1, 3, 4, 5, 8) and S, = @, S, = (1,2}, S, = 
(1, 2, 3, 53, S3 = {1,2, 3,4, 5,6}, S, = (1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7}, S, = V(B) is a 
B-queue in which Sk = V(B). Notice that if G is a graph with core B and 
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E(G) = {e,, . . . . ea), where esp4 =89, eEej =57, e,+? =46, e,-, =35, and 
e, = 12, then (e,, .,., e,) is an edge-queue. So G is class 1. This exemplifies 
the result of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a simple graph with core B. If (S,, . . . . S,) and 
(U 1, . . . . uk) is a B-queue with Sk = V(B) then G is class 1. 
ProoJ: Under these conditions G has an edge-queue which can be 
defined as follows. Let B contain x isolated vertices; we may assume they 
are U~-~+~, . . . . uk. For 1 f id k-x, let ui E N,(ui) with ui E S,\S,_ r 
whenever IS,\(S,_, u {ui})l = 1. For k-x+ 1 <i<k let ui be such that 
u,vi EE(G) (note that ur, . . . . uk are distinct, though ur, . . . . uk, v,, . . . . vk need 
not be distinct). Set e, + r _ i = uiui for 1 < id k, listing the other edges of G 
in any order. Then (e,, . . . . e,) is an edge-queue of G. For, by the definition 
of a B-queue, urvr, . . . . uiui cover the vertices in Si for 1~ i< k. Then for 
E - k + 1 ,< i < E, d,,- Jw) < A(G) for all o E S, + r _ i and all the neighbours 
of ui of degree A(G) in G are in SE+rVju (v,+~-~}. Also, for l<ids-k, 
e E+k+, , . . . . e, cover the vertices in Sk = V(B), so A(Hi - ei) < A(G). The 
result now follows from Proposition 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a graph with core B. If B is isomorphic to a 
graph H where 
V(H) = h,, )16&k} u {u,,~I 1 <j,<f) with 1 <k 
and 
where 
Cs’u u 1 2, J 2,-x Il<j<xdl}u(u ,,,u2,,I16j<k, l<x<Lx<j}, 
then G is class 1. 
Proof. An H-sequence of H is formed by (u,,,, . . . . ~r,~) (with the 
associated sequence (S,, . . . . S,)). 
COROLLARY 4. Let B, be formed from B, by adding a tree T to B, with 
IV(T)n V(B,)I = 1. Zf B, has a B,-queue (ul, . . . . uk) and (S,, . . . . Sk) with 
Sk = V(B,) then any graph with core B, is class 1. 
Proof: Let V(T) n V(B,) = (II}. By naming ui # u for 1 < i d I V( T)I - 1 
to be a vertex of degree 1 in T-{v,,...,vj-,j (so V(T)= 
{Ul> “‘> VlV(T)l-1, v}), it is then clear that (II,, . . . . v,~,(~), _ r) is a T-queue. 
Then clearly (v,, . . . . vIVCrJ- r, u,, . . . . uk) and its associated sequence 
(To, “‘9 T,.(.,,-l+k ) is a B,-queue with T,,,CTjl ~ I +k = V(B,). Therefore the 
result follows by Theorem 2. 
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Clearly Corollary 4 generalizes the result of Fournier, since if B, consists 
of x isolated vertices then any tree can be added to each of the isolated 
vertices to form B,, a forest with x components. 
We now present a lemma which provides an efficient algorithm for 
deciding whether or not a graph B has a B-queue. 
LEMMA 5. If (u,, . . . . u,), (S,, . . . . S,) and (v,, . . . . v,), (TO, . . . . TI) are 
B-queues of a graph B then S, = T,. 
Proof: Suppose there exists an x 6 k such that 
S x-1 2 TI and S, ~2 T,. 
Consider (v, , . . . . uI, u,) and (TO, . . . . T,, 1), where 
T /+I =Nu.Ju bx>u T,. 
Note that since S,- i E T,, S, E T,, I We check that (v,, . . . . u,, a,) and 
CT,,, . ..> T,, i) satisfy properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of a B-queue. 
(i) T,, = @ by definition. 
(ii) 
Since S, G T,, 1 and S, ~6 T,, IT,, ,\T,/ 2 1. 
(iii) If U, E (vi, . . . . vI} then u, E T, and so since S,- i G TI and S, = 
N(u,)u {u,}uS,-~ @ TI there exists a Zen such that z$T,. 
However, U, = uy for some y, 1~ y < I, and so 
ZEN(U,)EN(Z#J {u,} u T,_, = T, c T,, 
a contradiction. 
Second, 
IT,+,\(T, u {~>,l = IN(u,)\(T,u {ux},l 
6 IW%)\(S,-1 u {%>,I 
= ISx\(L, u {%>,I 
< 1. 
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Therefore (uI, . . . . v,, UJ and (TO, . . . . T,, 1) satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), 
contradicting that (ul, . . . . uI) and (To, . . . . T,) are maximal. Therefore S, E TI 
and similarly TI E Sk, so Sk = T,. 
Now there is an obvious quadratic algorithm in v(B) for determining 
whether a given graph with core B satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2: at 
step (i) find a vertex ui in V(B)\{u,, . . . . uiP 1} that if ui I$ Sip 1 is adjacent to 
at most one vertex in V(B)\S,- 1 and if ui E Sip 1 is adjacent to exactly one 
vertex in V(B)\S,- 1. If several choices for ui are available then Lemma 5 
shows that Sk will not be affected by any such choice. 
Finally, we observe that if (A’,, . . . . S,) and (u,, . . . . uk) are a B-queue 
then it follows that d,(u,) 6 1. This may suggest that Theorem 2 is very 
restricted, but in fact if 6(B) > 2 then B is the core of a class 2 graph [3]. 
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